Jonathan Kozol to present lecture on ghetto schools

"Ghetto Schools and Negro Children: Who Are the Culturally Deprived?" will be the topic of a lecture to be delivered by Jonathan Kozol Tuesday at 4 p.m. in the Mezzanine Lounge of the Student Center.

Kozol had been a substitute teacher in the Boston school system. His experience prompted his writing Behind an Early Age: The Destruction of the Hearts of Minds of Negro Children in the Boston Public Schools. This book, which has been characterized by reviewers as a work of "surprise, shock, and anger," portrays his observations and experiences in an overcrowded ghetto school on a substitute basis.

Kozol was later dismissed for reading to his pupils the Ballad of the Hundred.

When the Boston Globe recently ran a series of stories from Kozol's book, the preparatory statement was made: "Boston rightly has a world-wide reputation as the city of schools, scholars, and research. But that picture unfortunately has its study side. There are conditions in Boston public schools which are doubly disheartening, first because they exist and secondly, because most Bostonians are unaware of them."

Kozol, who was a Rhodes Scholar after his graduation from Harvard College, authored The Plague of Poppies. He now lives in Boston's South End and continues to work with children as a teacher and as a consultant in curriculum development.

Goodwin refutes 'domino theory'

(Continued from Page 1)

-modernization and subsequent withdrawal would not cause the fall of other nations.

Referring to the fact that Assistant Secretary of State William P. Rogers was also in Boston defending the administration's Vietnam policy, Goodwin stated that administration officials are explaining the war. It is not the same explanation they gave the year before, or the year before that. Inconsistency is not their greatest flaw. The greatest flaw is that what they say is not true."

Goodwin said that he opposed war as an American and a Democrat, but was strongly convinced that what they say is not true.

Terry Turner (above) of San Jose, Calif., working in a castle.

Jobs in Europe

Luxembourg—American Student Information Service is celebrating its 10th year of successful operation, placing students in jobs and arranging tours. Any student may choose from thousands of jobs such as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages up to $500 a month. AISB maintains placement offices throughout Europe and of the cost help of all times. For a booklet listing all jobs with application forms and discount tours send $2 (stale application, enclosures over mail). To: Dept. O, American Student Information Service, 22 Ave. de la Liberté, Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.

FOR FIRST CLASS ENTERTAINMENT...

RCA Victor Radios and Televisions

RCA Victor, the most trusted name in electronics, is tops in performance! Tops in design! To see these great "jet sets," take a trip to the Coop's Radio and Television Department, Mezzanine Floor, Main Building.

THE ORACLE (RJM 10)

A real swinger! This tiny AM/FM pocket radio comes with its own wrist strap for easy carrying. Instant reception operates on one 9-volt battery. Built-in antenna, precision sidetone volume control, high efficiency speaker. Rugged plastic case with earphone and battery. $16.95

THE BANIFF (RJC 42)

This solid state AM/FM table radio is a tour de force in combining beautiful sound with design superiority. Instant operating, it has 1,800 million-watts of power; slide-rule vernier tuning, front control, tuned RF stages in FM and AM, 7" oval speaker. AFC locks FM stations in tune. Walnut-grained plastic cabinet. H 17 1/4" x W 15" x D 7 1/4". $59.95

THE TRIMETTE (AJ-081)

Big screen viewing in a portable T.V. Here is a compact model with built-in UHF tuner, automatic chroma color control, powerful AFC locks FM stations in tune. 102 square inches of picture in a portable T.V. Here is a compact model with built-in UHF tuner, automatic chroma color control, powerful AFC locks FM stations in tune. 102 square inches of picture in an oval cabinet. H 14 1/2" x W 17" x D 18 1/4". Walnut-grain and black vinyl. $124.88

THE HEADLIERER (EL-507W)

Color it portable! Here's a great new color T.V. that goes where you go. Comes with all the wanted features of a regular color set including UHF tuner, automatic chroma color control, AFC locks FM stations in tune. AFC locks FM stations in tune. 312 square inch rectangular cabinet. 21" oval speaker. 21,500 volt chassis. H 14 1/4" x W 17 1/2" x D 18 1/2". Walnut-grain and black vinyl. $225.00
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